High Pressure, High Performance – ARCTIC releases new P-Fan Series

ARCTIC today expanded its range of case fans with the new P Series. The high-static
pressure fan line consists of six models, each available in 120mm and 140mm versions.
The P-Fans are engineered to maximize the cooling potential of radiators. Their newly
designed fan blades enable a focused airflow, which makes them an ideal choice on
heatsinks and radiators with higher air resistance.

In addition to the new impeller design, the PWM Models of the P Series (including the BioniX)
also feature a new, highly efficient motor technology. Thanks to the Neodym-Iron-BoronMagnet ring of the latest generation, the fans run smoothly and with notably less operating
noise and vibration from commutation without compromising performance and service life.
The fan speed of up to 2100 RPM (BioniX P120) can be regulated steplessly for the PWM
models and with the new motor, the fans switch into a silent passive mode when PWM
signal is below 5 %.
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All models (except for the PWM PST CO) come with ARCTIC's trusted high quality bearings
that achieve great efficiency. The alloy/lubricant combination reduces friction and
contributes to a significantly prolonged service life.

The P12 PWM PST CO and P14 PWM PST CO high performance fans are specifically designed
for continuous operation. Their high-precision dual ball bearing reduces rotational friction
considerably making it up to 5 times more durable than other bearings.

About ARCTIC

ARCTIC is a leading manufacturer of silent PC coolers and components and has initiated and sustainably
influenced the trend towards quiet cooling systems. Besides a wide range of CPU and GPU coolers, ARCTIC
offers high quality monitor mounts as well as an audio product line. The company, run by founder Magnus
Huber, has locations in Germany, Hong Kong and the USA and convinces pc enthusiasts in over 45 countries
with innovative and user-friendly products, high quality and fair prices. For more than 15 years ARCTIC stands
for comfortable computing, excellent service and personal support.
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